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KINDLE products can be viewed on many devices,
not just on the KINDLE reader, itself.  This guide

uses and Apple iPad for clarity and readability.  Other
Devices will be similar, but not exact.



This is the Kindle Home page.  It 
is pretty evident what books are 

inappropriate for children.

NOTE: There is one item in the 
ARCHIVED ITEMS box.



The 2nd and 3rd titles on the HOME 
PAGE are members of the genre of 

erotica comics/anime called HENTAI. 
Here are some panels from the book: 



So, let’s return to the home page and begin to get 
rid of one of the offending titles,

“Sex Chronical Fantasy Episode4 (manga)”
by pressing and holding on the cover.



Next, tap on the red & white symbol next to the 
cover of the book.



Note that the “DASH” has turned vertical.
Tap the new symbol.



We can see that
“Sex Chronical Fantasy Episode4 (manga)”

Has been removed. But, there are now TWO 
items in the ARCHIVED ITEMS box.  Tap the box.



Here in the ARCHIVE ITEMS screen we can see 
items that are in your personal archive and can be 

re-loaded to devices.  To completely delete the 
book we need to go online to our Kindle Account.



Log on to your Amazon.com account and go to 
the HOME PAGE.  Scroll down to the section 

called DIGITAL CONTENT.



Click on
MANAGE YOUR KINDLE.



Click on the “+” next to the book 
you want to delete. When it 

expands, click on DELETE THIS 
TITLE and say YES to any further 

questions.
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The file is no longer listed on the 
iPad’s ARCHIVED ITEMS page.



The item is no longer on the 
iPad’s HOME PAGE.
Repeat as needed!



Lastly…

• This example is for the iPad.

• Other devices will be similar, but you may 
have to look for differences and think them 
through.

• Doing this on a KINDLE device is covered in 
the KINDLE USER’S GUIDE.


